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1. First and foremost, a correction and apology! News386 had said that the study by
Swanson et al 2014 [1] had an “error of physics” at its centre by using a 1/r factor
with point sources. It doesn’t, and the 1/r is indeed needed in the way the method is
calibrated and applied, which I had misinterpreted. My error! I am grateful to the lead
author for helpful correspondence. There is however a simpler, more direct and more
accurate method (under test conditions) which doesn’t use a 1/r factor.
2. Crucially, the paper [1] interprets the test data (Figure 2), for ion concentration at a
distance “when the wind is transverse to the line”, as for wind directions spread, over
time, over an angular sector. If the sector is not large enough, relative to the 10 metre
point-source spacing and the distance of the object point, then the method with the 1/r
factor fails to represent the effect of the transverse wind. There is no physics in the
paper to determine the sector size, either by diffusion or by variation in the transverse
wind. But a 10-degree sector size is imposed as a numerical artefact arising from the
discretisation in the wind rose. The result brings errors of tens of percentage in trying
to reproduce the test data for a transverse wind. In contrast, the direct alternative
based on pure convection with no dispersion sector and no 1/r factor reproduces the
transverse-wind data exactly.
3. A Guardian report of 9th November is headlined “National Grid’s £500m plan to
move biggest and ugliest pylons underground”. It goes on “Eight national parks and
areas of outstanding natural beauty on shortlist, and £24m set aside for other areas”.
This is a welcome and substantial measure, albeit limited to a small number of cases.
“The shortlisted areas are in the Snowdonia, Peak District, New Forest and Brecon
Beacons national parks, and the Dorset, Tamar Valley, High Weald and North
Wessex Downs AONBs, totalling 25km of lines. … The scheme will add £500m to
electricity bills over eight years, or about £7m a pylon, which National Grid says is
equivalent to 22p a year on an average customer bill.”
4. National Grid’s Stakeholder Advisory Group is an independent group of
stakeholder organisations who will work together to identify those areas that would
benefit most from the Visual Impact Provision project. The organisations listed seem
mainly to be established national corporate bodies rather than grassroots voluntary
bodies.
5. The USA StopPath blog shows landowners winning current battles against
powerline developers in Illinois. It also has a link to Luther Gerlach’s film Grassroots
Energy based on the 1970s Minnesota protests against an overhead +/- 400 kV HVDC
line.
6. Delegates from power companies and environmental groups from several European
countries attended a conference on “Grid infrastructure and public acceptance” in
London on 24 November. The emphasis was on stakeholder engagement, with a very
welcome positive outlook from delegates, although they thought they may represent
the “converted” and would not be typical of the industry as a whole at this time. There

were UK perspectives from DECC, NG and CPRE, as well as reports on (contrasting)
case studies in Norway, including the notable Hardanger case. The collaborative UKNorway studies and conference were supported by the Norwegian state grid company
Statnett, the Norwegian Research Council and others.
7. National Grid’s Electricity Ten Year Statement (ETYS) 2014 is published 29-112014. A circular from NG says “ETYS 2014 includes more information than last year,
providing greater clarity on the decisions we have made about future network
development”.
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